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1. Overview of the urbanized area classification
This documentation is addressed to present updates to the mapping process

developed by MapBiomas Urban Area team. From collection 3 to 4, samples of what is not

urban infrastructure have been added for all years, while samples of urban infrastructure

have been defined as reference years 1994, 2002, 2010, and 2018. The main improvement

from Collection 4.1 to 5 was the addition of the spectral fractions (green vegetation, soil,

shade, cloud, non photosynthetic vegetation) generated by Spectral  Mixture Analysis (SMA),

which is a technique to estimate the proportion of each pixel that is covered by a series of

coverage types, determining the probable composition of each pixel of the image.

To Collection 6, we have adopted “Urban Area” (UA) instead of “Urban Infrastructure”

in order to dialogue with terminology used in urban studies, such as IBGE (2017). UA was

then delimited as areas with predominance of non-vegetated surfaces, including streets,

roads, buildings, urban materials spectrally distinct from not-urbanized areas and significant

population concentration.

Also to this present collection, processes developed in previous collections were

clarified and homogenized as a hole. Most of the changes were done in the filtering criteria,

both spatial and temporal. This latter filter followed a process divided into sequential steps of

validation and data consolidation. It is still worth to mention that there is room for other

improvements, mostly in determining spatial thresholds from combined data (as population,

night light, roads and infrastructure etc.) useful to classification process such as

GOLDBLATT et al. (2018) e LIANG et al. (2020).

2. Landsat image mosaics
Landsat 5 (TM sensor), Landsat 7 (ETM+ sensor), and Landsat 8 (OLI and TIRS

sensors) were used to create the annual cloud-free mosaic for mapping urbanized areas in

Collection 6.0.

The mosaic covers the entire Brazilian territory defined by its polygonal official

boundaries, and the annual mosaic for collection 6.0 covers the years from 1985 to 2020. All

Landsat scenes used to create the mosaic are atmospherically corrected surface reflectance

and surface temperature (ST) data taken directly from the Google Earth Engine (GEE)

catalog.

The images include the visible and near infrared (VNIR) and shortwave infrared

(SWIR) bands processed for orthorectified surface reflectance, and the thermal infrared

(TIR) bands processed for orthorectified brightness temperature. They also include

intermediate bands used to compute the ST products, as well as Quality Assessment (QA)

bands. All Landsat datasets in GEE have a spatial resolution of 30 meters.

To process and create the annual mosaics, we divided the algorithm into three steps:
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1. Filtering the scenes in all collections, considering only the scenes with cloud

cover of 60% or less.

2. One by one, the remaining Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 scenes are cleared of

clouds using the QA_PIXEL bands (pixel quality attributes generated by the

CFMASK1 algorithm) and SR_ATMOS_OPACITY (a general interpretation of

atmospheric opacity generated by LEDAPS2 and based on the radiance over

Dark Dense Vegetation (DDV) within the scene) as follows:

a. If the cloud bit (5) is set and the cloud probability (7) is high or the cloud

shadow bit (3) is set, it is a bad pixel (which will be removed).

b. Edge pixels that do not occur in all bands are removed - using a combination

of QA_PIXEL and SR_ATMOS_OPACITY bands if SR_ATMOS_OPACITY

0.1 = clear; 0.1 - 0.3 = average; 0.3 = hazy.

For Landsat 8 (mosaics from 2013 to 2019), we use the QA_PIXEL band, taking into

account that bits 3 and 5 are clouds or shadows and removing them. After cloud (and cloud

shadows) filtering and removal, the resulting collections were merged, and then the annual

median of the cloud-free image collection was calculated to create the annual mosaic. This

process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Methodological steps of Urban Infrastructure classification in MapBiomas Collection 6 using
Landsat mosaics, random forest classification, and temporal filters.

3. Classification
3.1. Classification algorithm

The Random Forest algorithm (smileRandomForest) was implemented to map

urbanized areas in the MapBiomas collection 6 using the Google Earth Engine platform. For

this, random samples were developed to train the classifier, based on reference maps

2 The Landsat Ecosystem Disturbance Adaptive Processing System (LEDAPS) is a NASA project to
map disturbance, regrowth, and permanent forest conversion across the continent (Masek et al.,
2006). Reference: https://daac.ornl.gov/cgi-bin/dsviewer.pl?ds_id=1080.

1 CFMask is a multi-pass algorithm that uses decision trees to prospectively label pixels in the scene;
it then validates or discards those labels according to scene-wide statistics. It also creates a cloud
shadow mask by iteratively estimating cloud heights and projecting them onto the ground. Reference:
https://www.usgs.gov/core-science-systems/nli/landsat/cfmask-algorithm.
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(OpenStreetMap, Third National Inventory, WorldPop population density). The automatic

classification of Landsat mosaics was applied in hexagon areas where urban development

could occur. The processing considered a set of random samples spread on the surface. To

improve the computational performance, Brazil was divided according to the international

map of the world (IMW). At the end of the process, an image was created in which the value

of each pixel indicates the probability to be associated with an UA.

The urban materials are highly diverse both spatially and temporally. For example,

unpaved roads in São José do Norte (Rio Grande do Sul) may be sandier and in Chapadão

do Céu (Goiás), loamier. In 1985, streets in Humaitá, Amazonas State, were more widely

spaced and mostly unpaved, whereas today they are paved in a denser urban environment.

The spatial and temporal filters were configured to improve the classification

considering the diversity of materials and features of the urbanized areas of several Brazilian

municipalities, from 1985 to 2020. These procedures resulted in a binary raster which

indicated urban and non-urban areas Figure 2.

Figure 2. Methodological steps of Urban Infrastructure classification in MapBiomas Collection 6 using
Landsat mosaics, random forest classification, and temporal filters.

3.2. Feature space
The feature space of Urban Infrastructure classification in MapBiomas Collection 5

considers 17 input variables, including the median of Landsat bands and indices that better

distinguish the mapped class from other land cover and land use classes (Table 1). They

were adapted to Collection 6 as compatible with the concept of UA.
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Table 1. List, description, statistic, and script acronym used to Urban Infrastructure feature space in
MapBiomas Collection 5 and 6.

Variable Description Statistic Script acronym

BLUE Landsat band median blue

GREEN Landsat band median green

RED Landsat band median red

NIR Landsat band median nir

SWIR1 Landsat band median swir1

SWIR2 Landsat band median swir1

BU Built-up Index median bu

NDVI Normalized Difference Vegetation Index median ndvi

EVI Enhanced Vegetation Index median evi

MNDWI Modified Normalized Difference Water Index median mndwi

NDBI Normalized Difference Built-Up Index median ndbi

UI Urban Index median ui

GV Green Vegetation (Spectral Mixture Analysis) median gv

NPV Non Photosynthetic Vegetation (Spectral
Mixture Analysis)

median npv

GVS Green Vegetation + Soil (Spectral Mixture
Analysis)

median gvs

SHADE Shade (Spectral Mixture Analysis) median shade

CLOUD Cloud (Spectral Mixture Analysis) median cloud

3.3. Training Samples
The urban infrastructure classification used OpenStreetMap polylines (residential,

service, path, and living street - OpenStreetMap, 2018) filtered by nightlight (NOAA) to get

training samples. Additionally, the population density from WorldPop (WorldPop, 2020) and

land cover and land use maps from the Third National Inventory (MCTI, 2015) were also

used.

The training dataset was based on OpenStreetMap (2018) and for some years (1994,

2002, and 2010) filtered by the urban area from the Third National Inventory (MCTI, 2015).

The OpenStreetMap is a collaborative project that aims to create a world map that updates

its users’ records and preferences (Figure 3). The first step to collect samples consisted of

filtering the vectors of lines representing the urban patches’ pathways.
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The path data extracted from OpenStreetMap represents all roads, streets,

sidewalks, and unknown roads already registered by OpenStreetMap users. The first filter

consisted of grouping the paths within the urban patches or conglomerates through specific

categories (residential, service, path, and living street). After that, the filter was applied over

a nightlight (NOAA) map to remove noise or pathways that were not in an urban

conglomerate (Figure 4).

Figure 3. OpenStreetMap Website used to extract training samples applied in the classification of
Urban Infrastructure in Collection 6. The samples were the same as the Collection 5.
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Figure 4. Example of filters used on the vector layer of OpenstreetMap in Rio de Janeiro - RJ,
Brazil.

After filtering, we produced a primary classification of urban areas using layers of

vegetation (NDVI mask, third inventory), water (NDWI mask, third inventory), and nightlight.

The map was designed to be good enough to remove water and vegetation (Figure 5). The

map was then used for an intersection with the filtered streets lines with a buffer of

approximately 100 meters distance (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. Example of primary urban map classification of Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil.

Figure 6. Example of primary map intersection with the streets buffer of Rio de Janeiro- RJ, Brazil.

The non-urban layer was created using the areas that were outside of the primary
map (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Example of non-urban areas (orange color) in Rio de Janeiro - RJ, Brazil.

The PostGIS was used to create random points labeling which point overlays urban

areas and non-urban areas within the bounds of the layers created previously (Figure 8).

The random points were used to get features and index samples from Landsat.

Figure 8. Random points divided by urban areas (red) and non-urban areas (blue).
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4. Post-classification
4.1. Spatial Filter

On the one hand, the classifier can assign high values of UA probability to non-urban

areas such as mining, sands, rural structures and others. On the other, the presence of trees

and squares in the urban context would cause low values to be assigned to the pixels.

Furthermore, setting universal probability thresholds for assigning a pixel to an UA would

lead to errors, as different cities have different characteristics. The thresholds for defining UA

were set in the spatial filter code, in which other data and contexts were combined.

Considering that UA has higher population and light emission at night, raster files of

WorldPop Global Project Population Data (WorldPop) and satellite Visible Infrared Imaging

Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Day Night Band were used. The thresholds value of the population

(WorldPop) and avg_rad (VIIRS) bands and the annual values of UA probability were

established under the supervision of experts who evaluated several thresholds and omission

in several Brazilian municipalities (Figure 9).

Figure 9. assessment procedures and spatial filter processing.

The result of applying filters based on threshold values per year is a raster with

values zero and one, where the latter value is associated with the urban area. In this raster,

it was possible to observe the occurrence of isolated pixels or small clusters of pixels with

different values than those in the surrounding area. In the urban areas, the occurrence of

small clusters of isolated pixels with a value of zero would be associated with squares,

boulevards, water, trees, and other urban elements. In the non-urban areas, isolated pixels
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with a value of one may be associated with agricultural structures, summer homes, and

other non-urban structures.

Spatial filters also perform morphological operations that eliminate groups of up to 30

pixels with zero values in UA and assign them a value of one. Conversely, in non-urbanized

areas, groups of up to 20 pixels with a value of one are eliminated, assigning zero value.

At the end of processing, the raster file was subjected to an accuracy test. New

thresholds were then established, tested and compared. This procedure allowed the

selection of the most appropriate thresholds for Brazilian municipalities and generated a

representative raster file of urban areas (Table 2).

Table 2. Thresholds set in the spatial filter (SF).
SF Threshold Probability Population Nightlight Scope

1 Low 50 1.5 3 General rule to most
municipalitiesMedium 70 - 10

High 95 50 40
2 Low - 1.5 - Rule for small

municipalitiesMedium 50 - -

High - 50 -

However, the results were not adequate for the smallest municipalities, in which the

night light values measured by the VIIRS were very low. For these municipalities, new

thresholds were established and the process described in the Figure 9 has been restarted.

The file resulting from this second procedure was added to the previous raster.

4.2 Temporal filter
Temporal filters (TF) were applied as rules to check classification consistency over

time, considering the conceptual aspects delimited to the mapped category. For this

purpose, the sequence of filters indicated and described in Table 3 was developed. General

rules for middle years (GR), specific rules for the first years (FYR) and last years (LYR) were

determined for each TF. They provide an image saved in an ‘image collection’ accessible to

visualization, as demonstrated in Figure 10. This example shows a temporal filter process for

classification of UA to the city of São Carlos (SP).

The temporal consistency was established according to results obtained by pixel in a

ranging between 3 and 5 years (kernel) for the immediately previous FT results. This

process is exemplified in Figure 11. This image shows six different cases of pixel

classification possible to occur in the Collection 6. The first row for each case has

hypothetical results obtained from SF and the next rows show how other TFs operate. Worth

mentioning that the difference between FT3 and FT4 lies in the extension of masked areas.
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Table 3. Descriptions of TFs used.

TF Scope Type Years
Kernel

Conditionals
i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3

1 It acts on the pixels
that were classified as
‘UA’ in the SF results
and sets the mask for
the filters up to FT3.

FYR 1985 and 1986 x x x If the pixel under analysis is classified as ‘UA’ within two or more
years of the kernel, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

GR 1987 to 2018 x x x x x If the pixel under analysis is classified as ‘UA’ within three or more
years of the interval, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

LYR 2019 to 2020 x x x If the pixel under analysis is classified as ‘UA’ within two or more
years of the interval, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

2 It acts on pixels that
have been validated
as ‘UA’ in the TF1

results.

GR 1985 to 2017 x x x x If the pixel under analysis is classified as ‘UA’ within two or more
years of the range, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

LYR 2018 and 2019 x x x x If the pixel is classified as ‘UA’ within two or more years of the
range, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

LYR 2020 x x x If the pixel is classified as ‘UA’ within two or more years of the
range, then the ‘UA’ is validated to the next step.

3 It acts on pixels not
classified as urban in

TR2.

FYR 1985 x The results obtained for FT2 are assumed.

GR 1986 to 2019 x x x If the pixel is classified as ‘UA’ for i-1 and i+1, then ‘UA’ is assigned.

LYR 2020 x x If the pixel is rated 'UA' for i-1, then 'UA' is assigned.

4 Extends the filter
mask and acts on

pixels not classified
as 'UA' in TR3.

FYR 1985 x The results obtained for FT3 are assumed.

GR 1986 to 2019 x x x If a pixel is classified as ‘UA’ for i-1 and i+1, then ‘UA’ is assigned.

LYR 2020 x x If a pixel under analysis is rated 'UA' for i-1, then 'UA' is assigned.

5 Area Consolidation
Filter.

FYR 1985 x x If a pixel under analysis is rated 'UA' for i and not rated for i+1, then
it becomes unranked.

FYR 1986 x The results obtained for FT4 are assumed.

GR 1986 to 2020 x x If a pixel under analysis is classified as 'UA' for i, then for i+1 it will
also be.
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Figure 10. Example of TFs applied to São Carlos (SP).
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Figure 11. Examples of general cases of TFs according to SF results.

5. Comparison between Collections 5 and 6
In this section some examples are shown to visually compare this collection to the

previous one. As Figure 13 illustrates, the set of criterias adopted in this collection have

been more comprehensive in classification over time. This increased a process that was

more homogeneous and compatible with the adopted concept. However, the commission

errors have been slightly expanded (as will be illustrated in the next section).
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Figure 12. Comparison between growth of urbanized areas for Collections 5 and 6.
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Figure 13. Example of visual comparison considering Campos dos Goytacazes.
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6. Validation strategies
6.1 Performance

The validation analysis was performed using point samples collected by the

Laboratory of Image Processing and Geoprocessing (Lapig), University of Goiás-GO, Brazil.

According to the reference data, (i) the samples of UA that were correctly classified are the

True Positive; (ii) the samples of UA that were classified as not UA are the False Negative;

and the samples of UA that were not classified as UA are the False Positive.

Comparison of accuracy results between Collection 5.0 e Collection 6.0 are shown in

Figure 14 and Figure 15. The first one shows that commission errors in the last collection

were bigger than the previous, even though the positive tendency. The omission errors,

although, were smaller and more homogeneous over time from the beginning of the

classification.

Figure 14. Commission (User’s accuracy).
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Figure 15. Omission (Producer’s  accuracy).

6.2 Reference Maps
Urban area mapping of MapBiomas Collection 6.0 was compared to built-up

area mapped by the Global Human Settlement Layer (GHSL), provided by Joint

Research Centre (JRC) (Corbane et al., 2019). Both mappings were obtained from

Landsat imagery. Maps are largely coincident and differences occur in small patches

within urban areas and in urban fringes, as can be visualized in Figure 16. In the first

case, MapBiomas Collection 6.0 mapping tends to encompass small vegetated

patches within urban area. In the second, areas are mostly non-built-up areas,

covered with grass or bare land, but adjacent to industrial or infrastructure buildings,

such as airport or wastewater treatment plant.
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Figure 16. Comparison between MapBiomas and Global Human Settlement Layer mappings in 2010

in São Paulo Metropolitan Region - SP, Brazil.

Same comparison was performed between urban area mapping of

MapBiomas Collection 6.0 and Homogeneous Units of Urban Land Use and

Occupation, provided by Geological Institute and Secretariat for Infrastructure and

Environment of São Paulo State. Since the latter mapping was based on high spatial

resolution imagery (SPOT, RapidEYE and orthophotos), it has a higher level of detail

(IG/SMA, 2014). In this case, comparison points out the coincidence of the two

mappings in medium to high density residential and industrial areas, while low

density areas of buildings are not mapped by MapBiomas Collection 6.0, as

presented in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Comparison between MapBiomas and Homogeneous Units of Urban Land Use

and Occupation mappings in 2010 in São Paulo Metropolitan Region - SP, Brazil.
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